ESL CHECKED ON PERSONAL SCREEN = LMS
LMS = LANGUAGE MINORITY STUDENTS/ANY LANGUAGE OTHER THAN ENGLISH

ELL ENTRY DATE
1st day in a US School K-12

English Learners must have the EL Value box checked, ELD Program Type, and Core Content Access selected on the ELL Program Screen

LMS STUDENT SCREENED

FORMER EL/EXITED
(NOT AN ENGLISH LEARNER)

M1-M4 MONITORED
(MC if monitoring is complete)

RAEL Status
If <3 years in US

ALL LMS STUDENTS MUST HAVE AN ENTRY DATE ON THE ELL PROGRAM SCREEN

ELL END DATE
(VALUE BOX IS NOT CHECKED)
No ELD Program Type
No Core Content Access

ANY LMS STUDENT MAY WAIVE SERVICES BUT SHOULD STILL HAVE AN ENTRY DATE ON THE ELL PROGRAM SCREEN

ANY MMS STUDENT MAY WAIVE SERVICES BUT SHOULD STILL HAVE AN ENTRY DATE ON THE ELL PROGRAM SCREEN